





















































































This paper examines indoctrination ideals and methods of Asai Ryōi (?-1691) 
through an analysis of “Jōdo Sanbukyō Kosui” (the annotated edition of the three 
main sutras of the Jōdo sect) written by him from 1668 to 1674. Asai Ryōi is already 
famous as an author of the Kanazōshi, but there are still few studies about him as a 
Buddhist priest of Shin Buddhism. In the recent years, it has come to be pointed out 
that Asai Ryōi should be re-evaluated as a proselytizing monk.
The first chapter of this essay deals with the “Jōdo Sanbukyō Kosui” scripture, its 
structure, and presents the issues in previous research. 
This popular Buddhist scripture is an annotation of three major Buddhist Sutras
of Shin Buddhism: Amitabha Sutra, Infinite Life Sutra, and Amitayurdhyana Sutra. 
Asai Ryōi left a large number of Buddhist scriptures among which “Jōdo Sanbukyō
Kosui” is the most important work that took him six year to complete. The 
annotation of Amitabha Sutra was completed in 1668, followed by annotation of 
Infinite Life Sutra in two years later, and Amitayurdhyana Sutra in 1674. However, 
there are few previous studies about Buddhist scriptures of Asai Ryōi, and even 
fewer of them focus on “Jōdo Sanbukyō Kosui”. 
In “Jōdo Sanbukyō Kosui”, there are some Q&A-format articles, which are the 
answers to the potential questions that Asai Ryōi had assumed the target audiences 
may have. These articles are not only about the Buddhist scriptures, but also about 
the manners of meditation or how to hold a religious service for Buddha and 
Buddhist priests, etc. “Jōdo Sanbukyō Kosui” also contains more than 900 stories 
among which only 50 are Japanese, most of the remainder originating from China. 
According to the reference books, the contents of these stories are very rich and 
varied. Besides a great quantity of historical and Buddhist stories, it also contains 
numerous ghost and narrative stories. These stories were used to explain technical 
terms or Chinese expressions; some also functioned as fables to interpret Buddhist 
scriptures.
Chapter Two takes up Asai Ryōi’s indoctrination premise, that is, the relation 
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between the Buddhist law and Ôhō (the laws and customs for imperial family) and 
his attitude towards the ‘three teachings harmonious as one’ – Confucianism, 
Taoism and Buddhism when considered as a harmonious aggregate. 
At first, Asai Ryōi pointed out that the Buddhist law and Ôhō are compatible, 
meaning that Buddhism can be popularized by Ôhō as the masses can receive the 
salvation through Amida Buddha and, vice versa, the state can be protected from 
an epidemic or unforeseen disasters by the power of the original vow of the Amida 
Buddha. Besides these favors, he argued that the Buddhist believers will observe 
the commandments naturally, implying that they will obey the national law and 
refrain from committing crimes in general. Asai Ryōi also protested against 
master’s mistakes as a harsh ruler and stated his views about benevolent 
administration: that a wise monarch should show mercy to his people; that a loyal 
subject should be distinguished from a crafty one; and that a loyal subject should be 
loyal to his master.
Even though Asai Ryōi pursued the ‘three teachings harmonious as one’, it cannot 
be said that he treated Confucianism and Buddhism or Taoism and Buddhism 
equally.       
As for Taoism and Buddhism, the differences he points outs between the two are 
more obvious than the consistencies: one, he compared Taoism and Buddhism to 
praise the supreme power of Buddha; two, he borrowed stories to suggest that 
people can be expelled from the area where Taoists live, but the Buddhist believers 
can dwell the Pure Land with no retrogression. As for Confucianism and Buddhism 
pair, Asai Ryōi: one, admitted the consistencies between the two, for example that 
Gojo (precepts for five cardinal virtues of Confucianism) were in consistency with 
Gokai (the five Buddhist Commandments); two, stated that the charity in 
Confucianism is woman’s charity and cannot be compared with the mercy of 
Buddha; three, stated that when it comes to the indoctrination of the masses, 
Buddhism is more fundamental and universal than Confucianism in poetic justice. 
Thus it may be said that among the three teachings, Buddhism had played a 
leading role and held a higher rank than the other two.
vChapter Three analyzes the contents of indoctrination for the monks and lay 
believers in detail. First, Asai Ryōi criticized three types of monks: the ignorant 
monks who do not observe the commandments and have no faith in Buddha; the 
monks who flatter the Buddhist parishioners and denounce the other monks for 
alms or donations; and the monks who slander the True Dharma and make the 
believers fall into Hell, the so-called ‘notorious robbers without a sword’. For Asai 
Ryōi, an ideal Buddhist priest should preach the true teachings of Buddha and lead 
all believers to the Pure Land. Asai Ryōi also declared that the different sects must 
not slander other doctrines and sects, as allowing its priests to eat meat or to marry 
is not a problem only for Shin Buddhism, but also distresses other sects. However, 
he also compared Shin Buddhism and Zen Buddhism to prove that it is easier to 
attain salvation through the benevolence of Amida Buddha than self-reliance. 
In regards to the indoctrination for lay believers, Asai Ryōi explained the 
consistencies of Gojo and Gokai, the Five Buddhist Commandments, and the Ten 
Good Acts to regulate secular life from the standpoint of being a priest of Shin 
Buddhism. His edificatory targets were not only the ordinary people but also the 
powerful landholders. According to him, these influential people should show mercy 
to the masses and not be covetous of unrighteous fortunes. Asai Ryōi considered 
that secular filial piety was limited by this world thus he recommended the 
supreme filial piety which means that children should encourage their parents to 
become believers in Buddhism so the parents can be delivered from worldly 
existence. By representing the impermanence of worldly things, Asai Ryōi tried to 
make an appeal to the masses that families and properties were just obstacles to 
going to the Pure Land. Furthermore, Asai Ryōi explained that a Buddhist priest is 
easier to be saved through Amida Buddha than lay believers thus expressing a
positive attitude about becoming a Buddhist priest. 
Chapter Four focuses on Asai Ryōi’s methods of preaching. Asai Ryōi criticized 
those who doubted that one could be saved even by a single or ten invocations, also 
repeating and emphasizing the importance of faith in Buddha. Asai Ryōi was 
persuading the people to become believers in Shin Buddhism by preaching 
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transience of life, family, and wealth. However, Asai Ryōi believed that the gulf 
between wealth and poverty was predetermined by karma and may have also been 
suggesting the possibility for people to escape from reality.
Asai Ryōi emphasized the difficulties of becoming a Buddha by self-power in 
mappô (Age of the Final Dharma) to encourage people to turn Shin Buddhist. On 
one hand, he stated that faithful believers can be saved even by repeating a single 
or ten invocations and emphasized this through demonstrating that trust in tariki
(Buddha’ power) can help everyone – including women, the simpleminded and the 
bad –  in successfully reaching the Pure Land after death and becoming a Buddha. 
On the other hand, he also admonished the masses to give up evil actions thereby 
accumulating good deeds.
The final chapter takes up Asai Ryōi’s theories about the ‘three teachings 
harmonious as one’ used against the anti-Buddhist movement; to criticize the 
greedy monks who did not follow the precepts and could not preach the True 
Dharma; to indoctrinate and encouraging people to recite nenbutsu (Buddhist 
prayers); and to exhorting people to virtue. I note the fact that through “Jōdo 
Sanbukyō Kosui” Asai Ryōi had created the ideal means of indoctrination by 
assigning Buddhism a function to guard the nation and the people. Thus Asai Ryōi
should be re-evaluated as a Buddhist philosopher who devoted himself to spreading 
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12『阿弥陀経鼓吹』、395 頁



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                            
48 源了圓 玉懸博之（1992）、3―28 頁
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